
12/ 31 /77 
Bear Bud, 

Jim told as that Birica's decision in year CIA case, 75-897, was important. 
IOU indicated you were quite satisfied with it. I read it several days ago, when the 
copy "im sent reached me. What we thought would work did much more than that. This 
is a truly rewarkable decision for Sirica. It does nova FOL law far forward. It is, 
I think, a really major advance. 

on this I congratulate you. 
I had occasion to talk to Paul Valentine Thursday. I asked him if you had spoeen to 

him. ho said not. I gave him ay interpretation of-the decision. he said he'd get it 
iemediatele and would alert their court man to check the court's cosy, etc. 

I note that in your preen release you have your comeittee saying also that "we may 
have moved a giant step forward," only not in POI law and matters, not in obtaining 
withheld information, but "in finally solving the JFK assassination cane." 

I have reach the lietof documents you filed. I see no document that bears directly 
on the am assassination. I fear that anyone in the press who received your release and 
the decision will have done the same and have come to the same conclusion- not one of the 
records you seek deals withthe killing itself. So the press will be wondering about you 
and your words a14 comeittee and may well decide that there is nothing to the decision 
itself, that being the way their Pinail work.. 	. 

I also feer that if &rice sees it he'll think ho in in $ 	Puteville. Be will have 
great difficulty reconciling the release with his words and surely what was in his mind. 

This is true also about your deceription of the records sought. While they are 
important it is difficult for anyone to believe that without having eeea them you can 
responsibly describe them as "potentially each more ixploeive than the mass of routine 
documeets now being voluntarily declassified by the FBI." (Aside from which there may be 
much lose voluntariness in this than you see. I alone have 25 or more requests pending.) 

I take it that you are the unnamed oomnittee spokesman whose words Arent is the 
consensus of the oritids, after all, that it is the CIA more than the FBI which knows 
'where the bodies are buried.'" 

If you made your consensus by onavaseing the Richard E. Spragaes and the BerkeleYs 
and the Freed* perhaps you did get this result. But if you made a real consensus I doubt 
responsible critics said anything lieo it. Or believe it. Or even that it is possible. 
The spcokeries of the world just don t work that leer. They have their own no-file files, 
too. Not an FBI monopoly. 

Ply point in this is not to undo anything, which can't be done, but to alert you for 
the future beonuse you may have other really significant successes like this one and in 
your yearning may again undermine your accomplishment. If you had to issue a press release, 
I believe, without having thought a prose release through, that your beat shot was to 
praise Sin ea for his getting through to the nitty-gritty 2f the act, to the intent of the 
"engross, to his determination to herd the wild elephants out of the forest and to open, 
noes in gov-rnment, to the end that there be no official secrets when R President is killed. 
Something along this line might have achieved deserved attention for you and for the 
decision. I doubt your release did. In this I'e tried to explain to you for the future 
why, perhaps, it did not and how you can turn that around, given another chance. 

I don't think you'd want help from as on this. However, my experiences with the CIA 
and the FBI are close to unique, I have knowledge others do not have, and a few records I 
know others do not have. I have had Hot inconsiderable success in proving negatives. In 
this case I think it is not impossible. If I do not solicit it I am willing to testify 
andproduce a few records. I'm aware of my reputation among judges and the exaggeration of 
it by others. I'm also aware of the futility of the AMA's attempt at cross examination. 
And Nobody has the record of falsification and non-compliance I have from theCIA - with 
written lies on the highest level arranged on the lower levels. I mean I have the written 
lies and the internal records to contrive the lies. And what I've been holding for a special 
occasion, about a half-dozen of their in camera affidavits never seen by opposing counsel. 



prom the time I was taken ill at the nu conference (and I am indelicate eneegh to 
ask you to now try to recall the advice I sought without success to give to all others 
then) to now my files have gown cteadily more choatio. al has begun to arrange thous, 
on POI requests, not the eases in court. She is still bogged down in DO M. Next she will 
got to CIA. that we are deem ie establiehine a complete chrono and A individual Aim 
subject files. Some working on the CL part for a couple of days, as Lil now can t do, 
would come up with some izapreseive statistics and some extraordinary stonewallin2. 1t has 
ooze to the ppint there. They are even withholding from me records I have requested 
jau they have been released, not reeponding to letters about it. As Jim can attest, 
they engage in overt financial feaud, too. 

can even prove their frivolities in obliterations from records you got and of which 
you gave me copies of a few pages. These are your personal files. I am in some. My. 
request crosses over. No I have the copy of the records on my as they gave them to me 
and the identical records an they gave they to you. I th4nk Siriaa will be impressed. 
If not incredulous. They gave you the entire page. They gave me the page with all except 
my name obliterated. 

I'm not anxious to take the tine either to testify or provide en affidavit because 
I can't keep up with my own work and I'm not as well as I have been. Maybe only a waters 
retesiion and potaseiumedeficiency problem from what the doctor said yesterday. 

But I do t-.ink your decision is snormouslIdimportant. To, help you with is is why I 
suggested to 4im that he suggest Bill Yerenoe to you. Florence is ohs of the real experts 
on the BO and related matters anddeneslassifiaationehama, posteemeoutive employment 
record as Congressional consultant on the subjects, etc., and impresees me as a very 
decent and honest persona. Me is gruel; Pied to examine the records, ae you and I are not. 
And than to give expert opinions. This is one way you can get around the fact that dirioa 
really has noway of knowing which side is down. 

I see a different Mali present than you herald but nonetheless a fine one. I hope 
it goes forward well in the New Year. 

Sincerdly, 


